The role of chiral symmetry in pion condensation was explored through model calculations in the preceding paper. Here we present model-independent results which justify and sometimes go beyond the previous work.
I. INTRODUCTION In paper I, ' we discussed pion condensation' using a chiral-symmetry approach inspired by the o model. The cr model cannot be taken seriously as a realistic model of m-N and N-N interactions. If one were able to compute the binding energy of nuclear matter or m-N phase shifts in this model it would no doubt fail miserably.
Fortunately, many of the qualitative results of paper I do not depend on the details of the model. They are consequences of the fact that the o model contains pions and nucleons, and that it has an approximate chiral SU(2}SSU(2) symmetry. '
The strong interactions are believed to respect an abstract SU(2) SSU(2) symmetry just as they respect isospin or SU (3) . Those features of pion condensation which can be understood from chiralsymmetry considerations alone should therefore be present in any realistic calculation. Since they are consequences only of symmetry they can be abstracted from any model which respects the symmetry.
On the other hand, there are many features of pion condensation in general and of our model calculations in particular that are not just consequences of chiral symmetry. As was pointed out in the preceding paper, the inclusion of the N*(1236}as well as nuclear forces is necessary in order to get realistic results. Such In Sec. IV we examine in a general way the spontaneous breakdown of certain continuous symmetries in the presence of pion condensation.
In Sec. V we review some salient points about the experimental m-N interactions. It is pointed out there that this interaction is more complicated than is commonly thought and that simple models can be quite misleading.
In Appendix A we review the evaluation of Feynman integrals for p~0 and T =0.
In Appendix B we examine the spontaneous breakdown of discrete symmetries (P, CP, and T}.
We %hen y" is independent of time it is convenient to define the functional E,«(rp") -= -I'(qr ")/T and the classical potential energy h"(x) = g,"g-ip"y"(x), sy4(x)), {y""(x)j) 
Re (u In cases of interest to us, y" will be sufficiently close to the vacuum expectation value {y)""such that the singularities of fermion propagators will retain something of their free-space structure.
In particular, there will be a gap in the spectrum corresponding to the original vacuum gap between the fermion poles at positive energy and the antifermion poles at negative energy. 
The closed loops are divergent, but in a renormalizable theory there is an adjustable counterterm in 8 "corresponding to each possible divergence. The computation and renormalization of E" is a problem in relativistic field theory.
The "Hartree" energy E~i s the sum of all diagrams shown in Fig. 4 , where the directed line is the fermion propagator in the presence of the classical field p"and the~integration is around C,. The blobs in Fig. 4 &ill z lfq) =6o-76 Mev+ o&(z "}'), (3.11) where the sign is definite but the magnitude is somewhat uncertain. The normalization in (3.11) is such that in the (-, (8), (3.16) which have, respectively, even and odd parity. Next we need the second-order contribution of k+, ". This must be computed along with the firstorder term in k"kqS" . Together they will add a term to the inverse propagator (3.18) k. The quantity k"kqu"" can be related to an onshell m-N scattering amplitude as follows. In the scattering amplitude for w, (k)+ N(p)-w, (k')+N(p'), where k'=k"=m, ' and P'=P"=M', we take as independent variables k k'=m, ' -2 t and v =(P+P') (k+ k')/4M=(s -u)/4M. In terms of the usual isospin-even amplitudes"'" A ' and B +, we define D= (A+ + vB + minus the pseudovector Born term). Explicitly, D is given in the standard notation by It is a standard result of partial conservation of axial-vector current (PCAC) and current algebra
If we define the expansion (3.20) u
The numbers d, and d, can be determined experimentally from the on-shell m-N dispersion relations. "'" [In using experimental data the reader is reminded that the momentum transfer t is (2m"' -2k k'), so that setting k = k' as in (3.22) does not correspond to an on-shell forward scattering unless k' =m"'. 1
To use (3.22) in the nucleon propagator, it is convenient to assume nonrelativistic nucleons so that v=ko=p. .
Putting together (3.17) , (3.16) , and (3.22) yields an inverse propagator (3. 
u" = (i, a" I ")t,), (3. (3.24) where N~is the number of baryons and E", is the "Hartree" energy computed with the simpler propagator (3.15) . In the preceding paper Es2 was evaluated for nonrelativistic nucleons.
Again we see that chiral symmetry gives a simple general result that depends only on experimentally determined parameters. To the indicated order of approximation, (3.24) for E" takes account of the fact that the condensed pions are off the mass shell. It also takes into account direct interactions of a nucleon with two and more pions;
i.e. , processes which in nuclear physics language would be called true multibody forces. [ It is not clear that our chiral rotation approach to pion condensation has much that is useful to say about E'. The reason is that in E" and E" (as we have defined them) the basic scale of energy is set by high-energy physics and is, say, a nucleon mass. For E" and E~, therefore, it is useful to think of p, ', k', and m"' as small parameters. For the correlation energy E', the basic scale is set by a nuclear many-body problem. On where we set v = k'=k" = p, so that k k'= p -k'k' and g&& is a partial-wave amplitude for J = Lx -, '. 
